SEMICON SEA 2019 Opening Ceremony by SEMI CEO, Mr. Ajit Manocha together with Deputy Minister of International Trade and Industry, YB Dr. Ong Kian Ming, MITI, MOE, MIDA and EDB (Spore) in Kuala Lumpur.
SEMI SEA Regional Advisory Board + Technical Committees Dinner
on 6 May 2019, Favola – Le Meridien, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

SEMI HIGH TECH U PROGRAM (SHTU) & SEMI UNIVERSITY PROGRAM.
Special thank you to STMicroelectronics Sdn Bhd and Inari Technology Sdn Bhd for their kind support at SHTU & SEMI University program at SEMICON SEA 2019 held on 8 - 9 May 2019 at MITEC, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The event was a success with hundreds of students represented from different schools and they had a good time learning from the team.
ASE reported March revenue increase 15% from Feb while TSMC reported revenue increase by 30% in March compared with Feb. This puts TSMC Q1 revenue about USD7.1 billion dollars.

ON Semiconductor (ON) to acquire a 300mm fab located in East Fishkill, New York for $430M. The agreement allows ON Semiconductor to increase its 300mm production at the East Fishkill fab over several years, and allows for GLOBALFOUNDRIES to transition its numerous technologies to the company’s three other at-scale 300mm sites. Under the terms of the agreement, GLOBALFOUNDRIES will manufacture 300mm wafers for ON Semiconductor until the end of 2022. First production of 300mm wafers for ON Semiconductor is expected to start in 2020.

Intel has announced it will start shipping its 10nm processors in June this year. It’s first 10nm processor will be the Ice Lake Notebook PC processor, followed by several other 10nm products in 2019.